The real time process algebra of [BAB91 a] is extended to real space by requiring the presence of spatial coordinates for each atomic action, in addition to the required temporal attribute. As it turns out, asynchronous communication cannot easily be avoided. Based on the state operators of [BAB88] and following [BEKT85], asychronous communication mechanisms are introduced as an additional feature of real space process algebra. The overall emphasis is on the introductory explanation of the features of real space process algebra, and characteristic examples are given for each of these.
Because the message d, after being sent by Cld(x,I), travels in a spherical wave, it can be received more than once and hence the communication mechanism is of a broadcasting nature. As pointed out in [BA W90], a broadcasting mechanism in process algebra calls for the use of the priority operator of [BABK861. In the realtime and space case this priority operator will express maximal progress with respect to some actions as well.
We can summarise this discussion as follows: P and 0, traveling through space, can communicate by performing actions cld(x,l) and c.l.d(y,r). This works in a context A't(P /I 0). Unsuccessful asynchronous reads are blocked by the action function of the state operator. In order to ensure successful reception of the messages a priority operator ecUD is needed (here cliO contains all effectuated d.d actions). This operator gives priority to all asynchronous communications at port C. We will allow synchronous communications as well. Unsuccessful synchronous reads and sends at the port sequence o are blocked by the encapsulation operator dH(o) (H(cr}contains all synchronous send and receive actions at portS in 0). Thus we are led to process expressions of the form:
aH(o)OeCUDo~(P /I 0).
For instance, a concurrent alternating bit protocol with moving sender and receiver will take the following fonn:
dH(o)(e1UDo~(P1 /101) /I e2UDoA9(P2/102)).
We conclude from our investigations that real space process algebra is an expressive description language that allows very detailed speCification of communicating systems that are engaged in (continuous) spatial motion.
In addition, this paper also gives the real time equations for several additional features of ACP: asynchronous communication, the priority operator, state operators with uncountable state space, process creation and both mode transfer operators. Except for the mode transfer operators, these features are all covered in chapter 6 of [BA W90j. The mode transfer operators were not included there, because their equations are not fully satisfactory in the untimed case. The real time setting provides a clearer picture and the equations given below seem perfectly adequate to us.
By now, there is much work on process algebras that encorporates notions of time (see e.g. [RER88] , [M0T90], [NIS91] ). However, there is not much work that also involves real space or the use of locations. Besides papers already mentioned, we only know of JEFFREY [JEF91a], MURPHY [MUR91j.
Finally, we remark that we only consider concrete process algebra here: there is no concept of a silent or empty step.
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REAL SPACE PROCESS ALGEBRA.
We start by describing (classical) real space process algebra. We follow the presentation of [BAB91c] .
The algebra was introduced in [BAB91b] , but there we use an untimed deadlock. Here, we use a timed deadlock, as we also did in [BAB91a, BAB91c, BAB92j. We give an operational semantics in the style ofKLUSENER [KLU91] .
ATOMIC ACTIONS.
We start from a set A of (symbolic) atomic actions. The set A is a parameter of the theory, in examples we often have a patticular choice for A. Further, we have a special constant Ii, denoting inaction, the absence of any execution. In patticular, Ii cannot terminate. We put Ar, = A u {Ii}. On Ar" we have The set of atomic actions with space and time, AST is AST = {a(x,t) I a E A, XE Jl!.3, t E ~o} u {Ii(t) I t E ~o}.
Note that inaction is not located, and only has a time parameter, i.e. Ii(x) = Ii. It will be useful to consider also the set of atomic actions with just a space parameter, i.e. the set AS defined by AS = (a(x) I a E A, x E Jl!.3} u {Ii}.
We use a(x)(t) as an alternative notation for a(x,t).
MULTI-ACTIONS.
Multi-actions are process terms generated by actions with a space parameter and the synchronisation function &. Multi-actions contain actions that occur synchronously at different locations. MST is the Using the axioms of table I, each multi-action can be reduced to one of the following three forms:
• 0,
• a(x)
(a E A, x E lR.3).
• a1 (X1) & ... & an (xn) with all points Xi different, all ai E A, n > 1. Next , we define the communication function on multi-actions. In table 2, a,b E A, a,/3,y E MS. In order to state axiom CL7, we need an auxiliary function loes, that determines the set of points 
TIMED MULTI-ACTIONS.
It is now straightforward to extend the definition of the synchronisation and communication functions
to timed multi-actions. In table 3, a,/3 E MS. We have that a I b denotes the action that takes place if atomic actions a,b are performed at the same place and time, a I /3 denotes the multi-action that takes place if a,/3 are performed at the same time, a & /3 denotes the multi-action that takes place if a,/3 are performed at the same time provided none of their components are located at the same place. 
BASIC PROCESS ALGEBRA.
Process algebra (see [BEK84, BA W90J) starts from a given action alphabet, here MST. Elements of MST are constants of the sort P of processes. The process a(x, I) can let time progress until I, will then execute action a at time I and place x, and then terminate successfully. For a EMS, the process a(l) can let time progress until I, will then simultaneously execute its set of actions at their respective locations at time t, and terminates successfully. The process 0(1) can also let time progress until t, but then nothing more is possible (in particular, time cannot progress anymore). Therefore, the 0 actions are often called rime stops.
TIme and Space Basic Process Algebra with Deadlock (BPApcrO) has two binary operators +;: P x P --7 P; + stands for alternative composition and· for sequential composition. Moreover, there is the additional operator ~: lR~o x P --7 P, the initialisation operator. This operator was called the time shift· operator in earlier papers. I ~ X denotes the process X starting at time t. This means that all actions that have to be performed at or before time I are turned into deadlocks because their execution has been delayed too long.
BPApcrO has the axioms from table 4 and 5 (a EMS). ATAS ATBI ATB2 ATB3 ATB4 FIGURE I.
OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS.
We describe an operational semantics for ACPpcr follOwing KLUSENER [KLu91) and [BAB9Ic), a reformulisation of the original semantics in [BAB9Ia). We have a binary relation J.1-+ and a unary relation J.1-+ -J on closed process expressions for each Il E MST. In case Il '¢ o(t), the extension of the relations is found as the least fixed point of a simultaneous inductive definition.
The inductive rules for the operational semantics are similar to those used in structured operational semantics. We list the rules for non-o multi-actions. In table 7, we have u,~,y E MS -{oJ, r> ° (we never allow timestamp 0 on a transition), s,t ~ 0, x,x',y,y' are closed process expressions. ats(u) is the set of atomic actions occurring in the multi-action u.
2.7 DELTA-TRANsmONS. Now we construct a transition system for a term as follOWS: first generate all transitions involving nono actions using the inductive rules of i. for each p and q with R(p, q): if there is a step 11 possible from p to p', then there is a closed process expression q' such that R(p', q') and there is a step 11 possible from q to q'.
ii. for each p and q with R(p, q): if there is a step 11 possible from q to q', then there is a closed process expression p' such that R(p', q') and there is a step 11 possible from p to p'.
iii. for each p and q with R(p, q): a termination step 11 to "1/ is possible from p iff it is possible from q.
We say expressions p and q are bisimiiar, denoted p H q, if there exists a bisimulation on closed process expressions with R(p,q). In [KLU91] it is shown that bisimulation is a congruence relation on closed process expressions, and that closed process expressions modulo bisimulation determine a model for ACPpa. Indeed, this model is isomorphic to the initial algebra. The advantage of this operational semantics is, that it allows extensions to models containing recursively defined processes.
It is also possible to give an explicit graph model for ACPpa as in [BAB92] .
GRAPH MODEL.
It is possible to construct a graph model for ACPpa. However, we obtain a number of simplifications if we only consider the domain of process trees. Therefore, we will limit our domain to trees. Process trees are directed rooted trees with edges labeled by timed multi-actions, satisfying the condition that for each pair of consecutive transitions s, 0.(1. S2 ~(tl.. S3 it is required that r < I (however, in case ~ '" Ii, we also allow r = I). Moreover, we require that the endnode of a /i-transition has no outgoing edges, and that the timestamp of a /i-transition is larger than the supremum of the timestamps ofits brother edges (edges starting from the same node). Now +, ., II, IL., I ,dH, », U and» can be defined on these trees in a straightforward manner:
• For +, take the disjoint union of the trees and identify the roots. If one of the roots has an outgoing /i-edge, remove this edge if its timestamp is less than or equal than the supremum of the timestamps of the outgoing edges of the other root (but keep one of the two /i-edges, if both roots have a /i-edge with the same timestamp).
• I» 9 is obtained by removing every edge from the root with label a(r) with r:s; t. If this removes all edges starting from the root, add a /i(I)-edge to an endpoint • g·h is constructed as follows: identify each non-Ii endpoint s of 9 (endpoint with no incoming /i-.-edge) with the root of a copy of I» h, where I is the time of the edge leading to s.
• U(g) = sup{r E ll!.~ I root(g) a(t:). S for a E A/j and certain s E g). If 9 is the trivial one-node graph, put U(g) = 00.
• Let for s E g, (g)s denote the subgraph of 9 with root s. Then 9 II h is defined as follows: the set of states is the cartesian product of the state sets of 9 and h, the root the pair of roots. Lastly, if a node (s,t) with s and I not both endnodes in 9 resp. h does not have an outgoing edge with timestamp equal to t = min{U((g)s, (h)t), we add a transition (s,t) 8(!). to an endpoint. It is an exercise to show that this construction always yields a tree again.
• the construction of 9 II. h, 9 I h and dH(g) is now straightforward.
Bisimulation on these graphs is defmed as e.g. in [BEK84] . One may prove in a standard fashion that bisimulation is a congruence for all operators of ACPpcr. Thus, we can defIne the operators on the set ofbisimulation equivalence classes. We obtain a model of ACPpcr that we will call MA.
INTEGRATION.
An extension of ACPpcr (called ACPpcrI) that is very useful in applications is the extension with the integral operator, denoting a choice over a continuum of alternatives. That is, if V is a subset of~, and v is a variable over iR;,o, then f P denotes the alternative composition of alternatives P(tJv) for IE VEV V (expression P with nonnegative real I substituted for variable v). In this expression, a free occurrence of v in P becomes bounD. Alpha conversion must be allowed to avoid name clashes. For more information, we refer the reader to [BAB9Ia] and [KLU9Ij. The operational semantics is straightforward (table 9, 1.1. E MST). Delta-transitions are generated exactly as before.
. Action rules for integration.
Of couse, we cannot give a complete axiomatisation of general integration because the general theory is.
undecidable, but the following axioms INTl-7 are very useful in derivations (for a complete axiomatisation of a subtheory, see [KLU91] ). We also give an extra axiom for the ultimate delay operator (A TVII), in order to derive Ii-transitions also for expressions with integrals. 
INTI
In the graph model, the graph of f P is constructed by first identifying the roots of the graphs P [Vv] veV for t e V. Next, remove all o-edges that do not satisfy the condition above (i.e. its timestamp is not larger than the supremum of the timestamps of its brother edges). Add again a o-edge with timestamp t, if the ultimate delay t of the first graph is larger than the supremum of the timestamps of the remaining edges.
As an example, notice that the graph of i o\v) only has one edge, with label 0(1). We obtain the
same result in the operational semantics.
REMARK.
A consequence of the addition of the integral construct is that the model MA becomes very large. Inspection of the tenn r a(t) shows that the cardinality of a transition system can become 2 II o. Also,
we will have at least 22 II 0 different processes in MA. This is shown by the follOwing example: let, for 3. EXAMPLES.
CLOCKS.
This example is adapted from [BAB91aj. We assume a I b = 0 for all a,b e A. We describe three clocks placed at position x.
i. Cl (x. t) = tick(x. t) . Cl (x. t+ 1)
Process Cl (x. 1) will start ticking at time I and continue to do so each time unit with absolute preciSion. This is a stable exact clock.
ii. The second clock allows some fluctuations of the ticks.
iii. The third clock cumulates the errors: The example is made more complicated than needed in order to allow an interesting modular decomposition. We proceed to give the specifications of the components.
Here. Wt. W2. W3. W4. C2. C4 are delay constants. and v is the transmission speed of the data elements.
The (static) composition SYSst of these components can now be found using ACPap. In section 5. we will allow X3 to be mobile and a 'dynamic' composition can be given.
Here. if a is a list over I. then
In the bisimulation-model, it can be found that SYSst can also be modularised as follows:
An equational proof of this identity can be found by means of a straightforward real time/space adaptation of conditional alphabet axioms and techniques (see e.g. [BA W90]). For this protocol to work properly (Le. to be deadlockfree and to transmit all data) it is necessary and sufficient that 2w 1 ~ C2 ~ 2W2 ~ 2W3 ~ C4 ~ 2w 4.
STAlE OPERATOR.
This section is based on [BAB92) . The state operator was introduced in [BAB88) . It keeps track of the global state of a system. and is used to describe actions that have a side effect on a state space. The state operator has showed itself useful in a range of applications. e.g. in the translation of programming or specification languages into process algebra (see e.g. [VAA90b] ).
The state operator comes equipped with two functions: given a certain state and an action to be executed from that state. the function action gives the resulting action and the function effect the resulting state. Here. the actions we start from are the the single actions in AST (not multi-actions). so the action and effect functions are defined on actions in time and space.
Things become more difficult if we consider multi-actions: in order to calculate the resulting global state. we need to apply the effect function to the component actions in a certain order. How is this order determined? We will assume that we have a partial ordering on located actions. and if we apply the effect function. we do so in the order determined by this ordering. We make this precise in the follOwing definition. 
that action(S(t). s) = S and effect(S(t). s) " s for all S E S. t E ~ (we say: S is inert).
Let < be a partial ordering on located actions AS. If a E MS. we write TO(a) if the set of located actions of a is totally ordered by <. and we write a(x) < a if a(x) < b(y) for all constituents b(y) of a..
Then we define the extension of the functions action and effect to multi-actions as follows (a EMS). The defining equations for the state operator are now straightforward (cf. [BAB88] ). If S is a set of states,thenforeachs E S we have an operator As: P ~ P. In table 12,sE S, IlE MST, t~O, X,V processes, P an expression possibly containing a free time variable v.
As(ll) = action (11, s) SOl As(1l" X) = action(ll, S)'Aeffect(jl, s)(X) S02 As(X + V) = As(X) + As(V) S03
As( f P) = f As(P)
S04
veV veV It is equally straightforward to give action rules for'the operational semantics (11 E MST,Il..o(t). In order to deal with Ii-transitions, we add the axiom U(As(x)) = U(x) ATUI2. Then, we determine the existence of Ii-transitions as before (in 2.7).
ORDERING LOCATED ACTIONS.
As we saw, the definition of the state operator requires an ordering on located actions. If we have a partial ordering <L on JR.3, and a partial ordering <A on atomic actions, we can define an ordering < on AS as follows:
a(x) < b(y) ~ a <A b or (x <L y and either a = b or a,b incomparable). In all our examples, we will be dealing with an ordering that can be generated in this way. There are two extremes of this, viz. <A = 0, <L = 0. In the examples in this section, we will always have <A = 0, and in the following section, on asynchronous communication, we have <L = 0.
EXAMPLE.
We specify a clock. The state space keeps track of time.-Suppose we have a fixed point in space x. Define, for each sEN, t E JR.;,o, effect(tick(x,t), s) = s+ 1 action(tick(x,t), s) = tick(x,t). Then a clock is given by the process AO(P(O)), where P(t) = tick(x, t+ 1 )'P(t+ 1).
We use the clock of the previous example in order to list when action a occurs at point y (measured in discrete time). The state space is N x lL. where lL denotes the set of lists over N. Look at the process 1..0.0(0 II P(O)). where Pit) is as in example 4.3 and 0 is given by 0 = t~b a(y. t)·O.
We have the following definitions:
Moreover. assume Y <L x. As a consequence. we have e.g.
Serial switch. We can draw the following picture of a serial switch ( fig. 3 ) ..
The switches A and B are given by the equations
here. the switches are located at points left. right). We have state space S = {on. off}. E.g. in figure 2 . the lamp is in state off. We defme the action and effect functions as follows.
action(switch(x.t). off) = turnon(x.t) action(switch(x.t). on) = turnoff(x.t) effect(switch(x.t). on) = off effect(switch(x.t). off) = on Starting in state off (as in the figure) we have the process P = A.off(A II B). In figure 4 . elements of a finite data set D are sent from port I to port 2. From A to B. frames consisting of a data element and an alternating bit are sent. from C to D, independently. acknowledgements. We assume port i is located at point Xi.
K and L are unbounded faulty queues. that can lose data. It was shown in [OL V89] that we can assume that loss of data only occurs at the top of the queue. In example 3.2. we introduced separate processes in order to deal with data transmission. Here. we model the queues by means of a state operator. For the queue K. we allow elements to enter the queue at X5. and to leave the queue at xs. and similarly for L. We present the specification first. and then define the state operator.
In the specification. there are two parameters: Wo is the amount of time that a sender allows to pass before a message is sent into the queue again. and w, is the amount of time after which a receiver checks the queue again after an unsuccessful attempt. Put another way, ~o is the retransmission frequency. and ~1 is the polling frequency. These parameters can be filled in arbitrarily. and do not affect the correctness of the protocol. Moreover. in the specification. we use a system delay constant I.
The specification of the senders and receivers now looks as follows:
for each be{O.l}. de D. ~O.
1>'0 Now the Concurrent Alternating Bit Protocol is defined by:
Here, the encapsulation set is H = {rk(next), Sk(next) : k = 3,4}. In the process CABP, we are actually dealing with two state operators: the state operator for processes A, E, B has a state space consisting of lists of frames, the state operator for C, F, 0 has a state space conSisting of lists of booleans. We have the following ordering on places: X6 > Xs and xa > X7. TIlis makes it impossible to add an element to an empty queue and read it out at the same instant of time: an ' element needs a positive amount of time to propagate through the queue.
We define the action and effect function for both state operators at the same time. Since the action and effect functions are independent of space and time, we will not list these coordinates, in order to save space. We have lEO x B, b E B, and a E (0 x B)*, ~ E B':
Now we believe that this specification constitutes a correct protocol, if the queues behave fairly (Le. data do not get lost infirtitely many times in a row). At this point, we will not state explicitly what this statement means, so we will not give a specification that process CABP satisfies after abstraction of internal actions (the internal actions are the Ck actions and i,j). Note that multi-actions can occur in this protocol also: we can add to a non-empty queue and read from it at the same time. For asynchronous communication along a channel c, we define a special state operator ' )..c. Here, the action and effect function will depend on the place and time of an action.
For each asynchronous channel c E C, we will have a state operator ' A. given by: Now these functions are extended to multi-actions as given in section 4. This extension is given by an ordering on located actions, but in fact it is immaterial which ordering is used. We leave it as an exercise to the reader to verify this fact. This means that we can write in general:
5.3 EXAMPLE. Let us consider two processes S and R at fixed locations. communicating through an asynchronous channel 2 (see fig. 5 ). 1 and 3 are synchronous ports. wa and w, are system delay constants. Suppose the distance between S and R is equal to the distance a message travels in I time unit 2 FIGURE 5.
We have the following specifications:
The system is now described by the expression A.~(S II R). However. the presence (in a sum context) of 1i(1) with I > 10+ 1 allows R to bypass the option 2.tld(y. 10+ 1). wait too long before trying to receive. and then it is too late. and no further action will be possible. Thus. we have to enforce that the action 2.tld occurs as soon as it is possible. This is a kind of maximal progress or maximalliveness assumption (cf. [RER88] ). We will ensure that communication takes place as soon as possible by use of the priority operator of [BABK86) . A. similar operator was used by JEFFREY [JEF9lb).
PRIORITIES.
Let us start by recalling the priority axioms from [BABK86) . There. an operator 6 is defined. that cancels out all actions in a sum context. that do not have maximal priority. Priorities are given by a partial ordering on actions. Here. we have a very simple ordering: we have a cenain set H ~ A. and all actions from H have priority over actions from outside H. In example 5.5. H is the set 2.tlO.
Thus. on atomic actions A we have the following ordering: h >H a ~ h E H. a E A-H. We extend this ordering to located actions in a straightforward way:
It gets more complicated when we go to multi-actions: if a. p E MS. then a has priority over p. a >H p. if a contains all H-actions of p. and at least one more. so suppose a is of the form Let a set H ~ A be given. The priority operator 6H has the axioms in table 14 (a EMS).
The priority operator is axiomatised by means of the unless operator <lH. In X <lH Y. a staning action in Y containing a component from H will cancel all starting actions in X with a later timestamp.
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and all starting actions with the same timestamp that it has priority over. The unless operator is now axiomatised as shown in table 15. In the axioms PI4, we use the set W = {w ~ 0: 35 E V art) <IH P[5/v] = o(w)). Returning to example 5.5, we see that the correct expression for the system is'as follows: 6211DotJ,(S II R). We now proceed to give action rules for the priority operator and the unless operator. In table 16, we have a,~ E MS-{o}, t,r > O. The expression x ~m. is a shonhand for: x ~ill. x" for some x" or x ~('l.
In order to determine the existence of Ii-transitions, we need the ultimate delay of expressions with a priority or unless operator. Here, we cannot do this by means of axioms, and we are forced to infer the ultimate delay of such expressions by considering the transition system of simpler expressions. We get the rules of table 17 (a,~ EMS, so they may be o!).-' A consequence of axioms TII4 and PI4 is that we have the following identity: 9H( r h(t)) = 1)(1). if
h E H. This is because each h action is canceled by one with lesser timestamp. We can call this phenomenon a priority lock.
It can be argued that the terms 9H( r h(t)) and 8(1) are not really the same. as the first term
allows time to progress up to and including I. whereas the second term allows time to progress up to but not including 1. Indeed, in the original semantics of [BAB91al. these two terms will be distinguished. However, the semantics we use here, based on [KLU911. is a little bit more abstract. and the two terms will be identified. If we allow a generalised merge operator. we have in both semantics that 9H( r h(t)) = II ott). In figure 6 , we have a sender S at location x 1, a receiver R at location X3, and a transmitter T that is moving on a line between locations Y1 and Y2, starting at Y1 at time 1=0. The location of the transmitter is given by the following fonnula:
X2(1) = Y1 + (~-~os((OI)HY2 -Y1).
The transmitter consists of two parts, a receiving part and a sending part, located at x2(1)-e and x2(1)+e, respectively. These parts are interconnected by a synchronous communication pon 3. I and 5 are also synchronous ports. and 2 and 4 are asynchronous channels. We have system delay constants W1, W2, .
w3,w4.
The components are now given by the following specification:
Now the system is given by the identity:
The protocol works well if the data enter at a sufficiently low frequency.
THE SPATIAL REPLACEMENT OPERATOR: STRUCTURED NOTATION FOR A MOBILE PROCESS.
Example 5.10 demonstrates a process T that is mobile in the sense that its actions take place at locations that vary in time. In this section, we will have a closer look at the description of such mobile proccisses. In example 5.10, we can rephrase the definition ofT as follows: let X be a point in space. Then we can define Using this notation we obtain a bener modular structure. The system specification becomes: Thus, superposition of motions corresponds to composition of the corresponding replacement operators.
SIGNAL INTENSITY.
We proceed by discussing some variations in the communication mechanism. First of all, suppose we want to describe asynchronous communication with a decrease in signal intensity. Assume tbat data are sent witb intensity io and tbat intensity decreases proportionally to the square oftbe distance traveled. So if io is the signal intensity at distance I from tbe source, tbe signal intensity at distance j is a·io·j-2 for some constant a:2:0. Let tbe receiving actions be equipped with an additional real parameter j tbat indicates at which intensity a signal can be received. Then tbe action function will allow d(d, j)(y, r) provided there exist x,l such that d was sent at (x, I) and i. Iy-xl =v'(r-I) ii. a·io·1 y-x 1-2 = j. A receiver that allows to receive messages between intensities 10, hi and between times fi, la will show integl1ltion over tbe intensity interval: A more complex example is obtained if one allows reflection of the signal. Carrying on with the previous example, we allow the signal to be reflected at the surface of the ball 8(2, z). We assume perfect reflection without loss of signal intensity. Like before, we allow that a signal (or various signals) is simultaneously delivered at (y,r) tbrough different paths. TIlis can happen even with one source. It is possible that a signal d is sent by executing cid(x,l) and it reaches (y,r) along two different paths, both containing a reflection. In the case of the ball 8(2, z) this is not possible of course, but with two balls this could bappen indeed. The action function remains the same in the case· of cid(x,l) but for c!(d,j)(y,r) we get: aClionc(c!(d,j)(y,r), V) = clld(y,r) if(l) there is{d, x, I) E V such that' y -x, = v'(r-I) anda'io" y-x' -2 = j and theIine segment from y to X does not intersect 8(2, z); or (2) there is {d, x, I) E V and w on the boundary of 8(2, z) such that , y -w' + , w -x, = v'(r -I), a'io'( , y-w' + , w-x, ).2 = j,x,y,z,w are in one plane, and (z,w) bisects the angle (x,w,y); aClionc(c!(d,j)(y.r), V) = o(r) otherwise.
A state operator based on this action function describes an environment in which asynchronous communication through a non-trivial physical medium is supported. We remark that if the sending process also receives reflected signals, we are dealing with remote sensing, rather than asynchronous communication.
Interesting complications arise if we intend to model an asynchronous communication where, firstly, there are several independently moving objects that are impenetrable for signals but that do allow reflections with varying reflection coefficients, and, secondly, these objects have their motion guided by actions (in a discontinuous way) and by laws of classical mechanics between actions. TIlis is in fact what happens if a sensor is used to assist a robot in navigating through a number of independently moving objects, each having its own surface characteristics.
It is our impression that the language of classical real space process algebra with priority and state operators is not sufficient to model the sensors needed for robot navigation in a dynamic environment
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We finish this section by specifying, in a number of steps, a more complicated version of example 5.9. We make the change that the communication between the sender and the transmitter, and also between the transmitter and the receiver, is sometimes blocked by an impenetrable object. This requires a communication protocol on both sides. For this, we use a Positive Acknowledgement with Retransmission (PAR) protocol. At no time, both communication links are open, so buffering is required in the transmitter. This situation occurs for instance when we want to describe communication to a place on the other side of the earth via an orbiting communication satellite. We make a couple of simplying assumptions, but nevertheless, all necessary ingredients for this situation are present. In this way, we think we make a genuine contribution towards specification of real-life protocols.
PAR PROTOCOL, SYMBOLIC SYNCHRONOUS CASE.
We start from the description of the untimed (symbolic) PAR protocol as given in [V AA90aj (with some notational changes). See figure 7. In order to avoid duplicates, messages from a set 0 labeled with an alternating bit from B = {O,1}. The channels K2, L2 may loose messages, or send them on correctly. Upon timeout, the sender A will resend a message. Receiver B sends acknowledgement ack. 
This protocol is not correct. If timeouts are raised too early, no acknowledgements can get through. This problem can be solved in the symbolic case by using a priority operator (see [V AA90aD. In the real time version in [BAB91aj, the problem was solved by making the timeout period larger than the duration of one complete cycle.
PAR PROTOCOL, SYMBOLIC ASYNCHRONOUS CASE.
The next step is that we replace the channels with synchronous communication by asynchronous channels. We combine the asynchronous communication of example 5.5 with the error mechanism of example 4.7. We give the symbolic (untimed) version.
Real space process algebra
The symbolic asynchronous PAR protocol is now given by saPAR = ~~~2(A II'E II B). 
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All other actions are inert (i.e. action(a,s) = a, effect(a,s) = s). The resulting protocol is very similar to ssPAR. In particular, it is incorrect in the same way. Indeed, if we have a renaming function f that has f(C21idb) = C211(db), f(C22iack) = C221 (ack) , f(C 21 .l-db) = C212(db), f(c22.l-ack) = c222(ack), (and leaves other actions fixed), then we have Pf(saPAR) = ssPAR (for an explanation of the renaming operator, see e.g. [BAB88] or [BA W90J).
5.17 PAR PROTOCOL, TIMED ASYNCHRONOUS CASE. Now we add timing information to the asynchronous protocol of 5.16. The way we implement this, is that we will have the sender periodically check port I, to see if new messages are available. If no message is available, an error will be read and discarded. Moreover, we will raise a transmission failure if the path through space the message should travel intersects a solid object, as in example 5.13. The sender is located at U1, the receiver at U2. Later on, these locations will vary with time, using a spatial replacement operator as in 5.11. The solid object, a screen, is a line segment between locations Z1 and Z2 (fixed in space). See figure 8. otherwise. eff~ctc21(C21,).f(y,r), V) = V. All other actions are inen. Again, the ordening on located actions is immetrial. Crucial for the correct operation of the protocol is an appropriate choice for the constant q. This constant should be chosen larger than the maximum time that can pass between the sending of a message and the receipt of-the acknowledgement. We see that the following choice WOIXs: q sup{ I Ul (t)+El -U2(t)-E2 I : ~O} + sup{ I Ul (t)-El -U2(t)+E2 I : ~O} + 2w2 + Wl, v provided this supremum exists (v is the propagation speed of the message). Staffing from example 5.10, we will put two screens in the picture, and use the timed asynchronous PAR protocol for the communication between S and T R, and also for the communication between Ts and R. We obtain the required variants of the protocol by using the spatial replacement operator of 5.11, together with a simple renaming ofpon names. Since always one of the two links is blocked, we need buffering capacity in the transmitter. We picture the whole system in figure 9.
\ \
We start with the specification of the buffer. We assume it has input location u-E3 and output location U+E3. It is always ready to accept input and it is always ready to supply an output (if empty, it will supply an error message). We have to mention explicitly the possibility that both actions happen at the same time.
Now we put the whole thing together. First the PAR protocol between the sender and the transmitter. We start by giving the spatial replacements. Sender:
fM(X, I) = X + (:1-t:05(col))' (Y2 -YI) (the sender is at fixed position XI)' (starting position), .
(movement).
We need an action renaming operator in order to change port name 3 into 31. The function g has g(s3(d)) = S31 (d), and leaves all other action names, and all times and places fixed. We get
ItP 21 22
Ie AR = 821110 0 1.0 0822110°"0 (S II T R).
Here, A,B, the priority operators and the state operators are as in 5.17. We can take
Next, the PAR protocol between the transmitter and the receiver. The spatial replacements: Receiver:
fR(X,t) = x + x3 -U2
Transminer: frS{x, I) = x + Yl-Ul -El + E3, fM as above. This time, we need a more elaborate action renaming function h, given by
The function h leaves all other action names, and all times and places fixed. We get R = PhoPfR(A)
TS = PhOPf.,°Pfrs(B)
. h P 41 42 II rig t AR = 841110 0 "0 08421100A0 (Ts R).
The operators are as above, but in the definition of the action function, we have to replace Z1,Z2 by Z3,Z4. We can take
For the buffer, we only have to put in the initial position and the movement, so the total system is now specified by:
The transmitter can be in two modes: when it is in the receiving window (the bottom part of the picture), it can receive messages from the sender. Buffer capacity must be large enough to accomodate the maximum number of messages that can be sent during a single pass through the receiving window. When the transmitter is in the sending window (the top part of the picture) it will send as many messages as possible from the buffer to the receiver. Care must be taken that the sending window is as least as large as the receiving window, so that all messages received in the receiving window can be sent on. Otherwise, the _buffer can become fuller at each pass, and (in practice, but not in our specification) capacity will run out at some point.
ASYNCHRONOUS MESSAGE PASSING EXPRESSED USING PROCESS CREATION.
In many cases, asynchronous message passing can be expressed using the available synchronous communication mechanism of ACPpcr. In this approach, which appears in many forms throughout the literature, a process is introduced that represents the medium through which the data are being transported. In this section we will provide various examples of such processes, representing an asynchronous transport medium. It turns out that a real time version of the process creation mechanism of [BER901 is useful to define a variety of such processes in a uniform way. For that purpose we describe process creation first, a mechanism which is of independent interest also.
It should be noted that the use of the state operator in the previous sections has been motivated by our inability to describe the particular form of asynChronous message transfer of example 5.10 in the more traditional fashion of this section. TI1is in no way excludes that an elegant description of example 5.10 based on synchronous communication is possible, but our search has been without success. Further, we assume the existence of a function $: D x lR 3 X lR~o ~ p, and we require $ to be defmed by means of guarded recursion equations. Like in [BER901, the function $ determines a process to be created from action cr(d). In the real time case, $(d, x, I) represents the process created from the timed action crt d)(x, I).
Next we use, as in the symbolic case, an operator Eq, which enforces process creation from cr(d) actions occurring in its scope. The equations of Eq, are in table 19. In order to state these axioms, we need some extra notation. We need to be able to determine the set CR(o.) = {(d, x) E D x lR 3 1 cr(d) occurs in o.j for a multi-action a. This set can be defined recursively as follows:
Also, we need the notation a. for the multi-action a, where all cr(d) actions are changed into cr(d) The operational semantics of the process creation operator now follows easily on the basis of the axioms. Note that the process creation mechanism can be used in real time (without space) just as well. All examples of [BER90] can be adapted to a real tim~setting. We concentrate here on examples concerning message transport media.
MESSAGE HANDLER.
The following recursive specification defines a process that, upon receivin_~ an input, creates a message handler to take care of the input
I>t
Here 10 is a parameter that determines a minimum delay between the creation of the message handler and reception of a new input, whereas 11 determines the delay between reception of a datum and creation of the corresponding handler. x(l) is some function from lR~ to lR 3 that determines the input 7. ASYNCHRONOUS MESSAGE PASSING USING MODE TRANSFER.
A FAULTY QUEUE FOR ASYNCHRONOUS MESSAGE TRANSFER.
In this section we will start out from the following description of a queue, that transports data in 0 from x to y in time .1..
I>~
This queue is the classical real space absolute time version of example 10.1 of [BAB9Ial, with port names 1,2 replaced by locations x,y. We intend to describe a related queue that shows faults. In order to do this, the mode transfer operators --7 and ~ of [BER891 are casted in a real time and space setting. Informally, X --7 Y is a process that behaves like X but can at any time start behaving like Y (provided it decides to do so before X has terminated). X ~ Y is, like X --7 V With the additional constraint that its first action must be taken from X.
Using the mode transfer operator (to be discussed in detail below), a faulty version of the queue can be given as follows: let r e JR, n e N, define Y(r, n) = s(l.)(y, n'r) . V(r, n+ 1).
Y(r, n) will produce erroneous signals at regular intervals. Now define A' by A' = a --7 I Y(r, n). nero This process allows the queue to transmit data until it switches to mode Y.
Finally, we describe a queue that can be put back in the original mode by means of an action reslart(z, I). Here, z is a location from which the queue is controlled.
.
A" = 0--7 (I Y(r, n) ~ r reslart(z, I) , a").
nero b"'o.
MODE TRANSFER.
The equations for the mode transfer operators are given in table 20 (a eMS). 
DMIT4
Action rules for the mode transfer operators can be given as shown in table 21 (a e MS-{/i}). In order to derive /i-transitions, we add the identity The equations for mode transfer in [BER89] are as follows:
-J -J
In particular the equation 0 ~ X = 0 is not obvious. However. if a system has deadlocked. it seems impossible to recover from that deadlock in a context X ~ V. In the real time case. we see a more The description of deadlocks (time stops) in real time or real time and space process algebra shows a degree of freedom. as hinted at in 5.9. Within the setting of bisimulation semantics several semantic options exist. In this section we will survey several of these options and motivate our present choice.
A TAXONOMY.
We have the follOwing processes in real time process algebra (disregarding space for the moment).
• This simplifies dealing with time stops somewhat. It brings the theory closer to that of symbolic ACP.
This option was adopted in [BAB9Ib).
a(t)'
This is a possible conceptual simplification. However, it brings the theory further apart from ACP. 9. RELATIVE TIME NOTATION.
9.1 RELATIVE TIME IN REAL TIME, NO REAL SPACE. First we concentrate on the real time case, without space parameters.
In some cases, relative time notation is profitable. In [BAB91aJ, we have introduced a relative time notation as follows: a[t) denotes action a t time units after the previous atomic action or, if such action doesn't exist, after system initialisation. In this section, we will deal with relative time in a different way. The basis for this approach to relative time notation is the initial abstraction operator. Let for t E ~, F(t) be a process in P, then -Jt.F(t) denotes a process that, when started at time r, proceeds as F(r). Semantically, -Jt.F(t) is just a function I from ~ into P that satisfies I(t) = t» 1(1). We make things more precise in the following.
9.2DEFINTI10N.
Let P be the sort of processes. Put P' = (I : I: lR;,o -7 P such that I(t) = I» 1(1)). We introduce the initial abstraction operator -J: .
0g'<1
Next, we initialise C1 so that it always starts at an integer time value. LIJ is the entier of I, the largest integer less than or equal to t. C2 = ("I. slart(lIJ + 1 ))·C1.
9.6 RIGIDITY.
We call a process X rigid iff X = 0» X. It can be seen that the rigid processes are exactly the processes that can be written with absolute time notation only. We have the following proposition, that can be called the unique initialisation property: I» X is rigid. Another observation: X is rigid iff 'its,1 (s>1 ~ s » I» X = s » X). From this it follows that we have for all X that 'its,I,r(s>l>r ~ s» I» r» X = s» r» X).
9.7 ELIMINATION.
In closed process expressions with a restricted form of integration, we can eliminate the operators II, IL, I , OH, », ». [FOK92) explains in detail how such an elimination theorem can be obtained formally.
They use the special case of prefixed integration. Generalisation of their results to a setting with initial abstraction seems unproblematic.
ADDING SPACE COORDINATES.
We can now extend the relative time notation above by also taking space coordinates into account. We have two options: we can use also relative space notation, or we can use absolute space notation only.
In the first option, we need initial time and space abstraction, so that e.g. a(x, I)'b[y, rj = a(x, I)'b(x + y, I + r).
As an example, consider a clock at fixed position XO, starting at time 10: Clock = lick(xo, ta)'Clock" Clock" = lick[O, 1j·Clock". If now we want to consider this clock moving along path I ~ 1(1), with 1(10) = xo, we can use the spatial replacement operator of 5.1 I, and write pg(Clock) with g(x, I) = x -Xo + 1(1).
··We will not provide the semantic,details of relative space notation, because its applicability seems quite limited, and instead focus on the notation with relative time and absolute space. In this case, we can extend the theory above in a very straightforward manner, and obtain actions as a(x)[lj. We will limit ourselves to giving a non-trivial example. First, a few remarks on real space algebra over a finite space.
9.9 REAL SPACE ALGEBRA OVER A FINITE SPACE. Let V !;; lR. 3 be a finite set. Let MA be the bisimulation model of section 2.9-11. By MA.V we denote the subalgebra of MA that contains all processes which have all their (multi-)actions (apart from 15(1) actions) located on V. Clearly, if the cardinality of V and W is the same, then MA.V is isomorphic to MA.W. Further, if V contains exactly one element. then MA.V is just a real time process algebra in the sense of [BAB91a) . This description replaces (and improves upon) the treatment of multi-actions of [BAB91a) .
Many communication protocols can be profitably described in real space process algebra over a finite space. The finite space then represents the collection of port names at which communications occur.
Now we can compare the merits of absolute time notation and relative time notation. We see evidence for the following point of view.
1. In real time process algebra and in finite space real time process algebra the relative time notation is often superior because it leads to simpler process descriptions (e.g., the alternating bit protocol in [BAB91 aD and is particularly useful in verification. The advantage of relative time notation is a modest one however, and absolute time notation will be workable as well. 2. For theoretical work, relative time notation becomes indispeosible if concepts concerning finite state and regular processes in real time have to be developed and analysed 3. In the case of (continuous) real space process algebra the absolute time notation becomes more practical. We illustrated this with the example of the moving clock in 9.7. There, a spatial replacement operator is needed, which requires an abolutely timed argument process. In the case of relativistic space/time, where space and time cannot be separated (see [BAB91 b D, we cannot see how a relative space/time notation can be formulated. Coosider a static system consisting of a user U, a inachine M and a printer P. We have communication ports 1,2,3.4,5,6 at locations xl,x2,X3,X4,XS,XS. See figure 10 .
The user will switch on the system, send a sequence of 5 messages, and will then request that this sequence is printed. After this has been completed, he switches off the system. The machine can, after switch on, receive messages which it stores in a buffer. The maximal capacity of this buffer is 100 messages. Upon receiving a print request, the machine reads the time (measured in whole hours). It then causes the printer to print the time, the sequence of messages and the largest value it has received during any session. After successful completion of the print, the machine is ready for switch off. The relative time notation makes it clear that there is exactly one place where the absolute time is read and used (rounded off to whole hours on a 24-hour clock), so in particular the user and the printer need have no access to an external clock. This example is formulated in a finite space. The only added value of the use of space coordinates is in the occurrence of multi-actions.
It remains to specify the action and effect functions of the state operator. The set of states is S = (a e 0* : length(a) :5 100} x O.
We assume that the set 0 is totally ordered. In a pail (a, e) e S, a will contain the values in 0 that have been input during a session and e is the maximum value that has been input since the first session. At the end of each session, a is reset to the empty sequence 0, but e is kept in store. action(sendprinter(seq, max)(xs,t), (a,e}) = ss(a, e)(xs,t) eifect(sendprinter(seq, max)(x5,t), (a,e» = (0, e).
CONCLUSION.
We conclude that we have introduced real space process algebra. based on Cartesian coordinates. We leave itio ful1Ire research to investigate applications of variants based on relativistic space/time (as iII [BAB91bJ). We have obtained a setting in which asynchronous communication can be adequately described. This allows to describe communication between processes moving in space (e.g. communication with a satellite). We have motivated our approach by specifying several small scale examples.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTIIER RESEARCH.
We will mention several suggestions for further research. i. Logical analysis of the real space process algebra: complete axiomatisations. ii. Development of an appropriate property language that allows to express system properties at a more abstract level. It seetns likely that process algebra itself cannot be used (unlike to the untimed case) and some form of temporal logic will be needed. iii. On the basis of a high level service specification, expressed in an appropriate property language, verification of the protocols given in our paper becomes a research problem. iv. Remote sensilIg. We want to mention one particular direction of fulIIre research in some more detail. As was said in section 5.14, we think that our setup is not sufficiently expressive to describe remote control and remote sensing, in particular remote sensing. Let us focus on radar as a remote sensing mechanism, the research problem being how to model this in a process algebra setting. We will just outline a possible extension of the process algebra that can be used to describe radar communication. A solid object is described as a subset of lR 3. Motion corresponds to a continuous function f: ~ ~ P(lR 3 ). Solid objects (in motion) are added as time dependent signals, where signals are exactly as in [BA W90]. Then the state operator is equipped with a so-called signal inscription mechanism that allows a state operator to track the signals emitted by objects in its scope. Let the moving object be a ball (its motion depending on system actions). Now the state operator can also arrange for signal reflection on this ball like in section 5.14. In this way, a rader like remote sensing system can be modeled. Getting the details of this program worked out is a non-trivial further project. v. Simulation. Experience with protocol description in the untimed case has shown that the availability of a simulation facility is very helpful if not simply necessary in order to get protocol descriptions free of faults to the extent that a subsequent costly verification effort is justified. IT we assume that this experience is valid for real time/space process algebra as well, the need for simulation occurs. But this is not so easy. We expect that simulation requi:i:es discretisation. Here, discretisation is some transformation that turns a real time/space process description into a discrete time/space description. Discretisation replaces the real numbers by some finite domain. The research problem here is to develop a discrete time/space process algebra that facilitates discretisation and subsequently, effective simulation.
